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SI at MU:
by EVAN BEVINS

editor
Amajor media outlet is once
again
the pricecoming
will notto becampus,
as high.but
"Sports Illustrated" Campus
Fest is scheduled to be on
Buskirk Field from 8a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Aug. 21 and 22, the
first two days of classes. The
event is being sponsored by the
Office of Student Activities
(OSA).
.
The event is free to students
and will not cost the OSA office
. anything except for tninor
expenses, such as promotion,
according to Andy
Hermansdorfer, director of student activities.

He said the event will be similar to MTV's Campus Invasion,
which featured a few campus
tents and aconcert by Garbage
andTheLit,event
Oct. 28,received
1999. mixed
reviews from students, in part
because of the $40,000 to
$50,000 price. Hermansdorfer
said the student activities committee still based their decision
on the more positive aspects of
the MTV program.
"They kind of liked that idea
[MTV] and wanted to continue
that without the cost," he said.
An OSA news release listed
13 tents that would be part of
the event.
"It's offering more to the students, it's going to be here
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'Sports Illustrated' Campus
Fest coming Aug. 21-22

longer and more
students will be
able to participate," J.S. Bragg,
senior and OSA
executive board
member said.
The event could
be a benefit
new
studentsto HERMANSDORFER
and will help people learn
about the OSA, Bragg said.
"When you first get to school,
you're kind of nervous and you
don't know what you're doing,"
he said. "The first thing you're
going to see when you move in
is 'Sports Illustrated,' and you'll
see the banners that say student activities brought it...."
The Sports Illustrated tent

will show highlight videos from
CNNSI and give away complimentary issues of the magazine.
will samples
have a health
spaPantene
tent with
of its
products. The Old Spice tent
comes with an arm wrestling
simulator and will have an arm
wrestling tournament.
Students can climb a30-foot
"mountain wall" in the Element
USA area or try out asurf simulator at Akoo.com's tent.
Timberland, Reese Sticks,
Nutrageous,
Vivarinsponsors.
and
Trojan are the other
Marshall's -Interfraternity
Council, Panhellenic Council
and Recreational Sports will
also have displays.
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Element USA's tent will feature a30-foot mountain wall, shown
here at Middle Tennessee State University. Element USA is just
one of the sponsors join·ing "Sports Illustrated" at Marshall for
the first two days of the fall semester.

Angel, Denman
reflect on summer,
look toward fall
by EVAN BEVINS

photos by Tern Blair

Marshall quarterbacks, from left, Stephen Galbraith, Chuck Spearman, and starter Byron Leftwich are shown dur- MORE
ing practice on Wednesday. Wednesday was the first day of practice with the full team. Galbraith is atransfer from
the University of Memphis and will back up Leftwich this season. Spearman is ared-shirt freshman from Danville, INSIDE
Va. Leftwich gained the starting job after backing up Chad Pennington for the past two years. Marshall begins their see page s
season Aug. 31 against Southeast Missouri State University

editor
Summer may be seen as a
break
some, but and
summer
school,fororientation
the
comings and goings of faculty
members keep things moving
on campus. The summer of
2000 kept the Marshall administration busy and its effects
will
not begins.
end when the fall
semester
"Campus has always been
busy in the summer, but I
think it's become increasingly
more b'tsy," Dr. Sarah N.
Denmoo, provost and senior
vice president for academic
affairs, said.
Denman and President Dan
Angel see advantages and disadvantages to the summer
activites.
"When I came in last year, I
didn't have time to do anything
but grab hold," Angel said. He
said the summer has given him
an opportunity to meet with
and get to know the people he
deals with as president, particulary the senior administrators.
"I think we had time to meld,

and Ithink it's hard to do that
when
you'running,"
re just running,
ning and
he said.runThe administrators also had
to get to know West Virginia
Senate Bill 653 and its changes
to higher education. One of the
most significant changes was
the replacement of the board of
trustees with three new groups
- the Higher Education Policy
Commission,
Interim
Governing Board and the
Institutional Board ofAdvisors.
"We have been going to meetings like popcorn popping,"
Angel said. He added that the
upcoming year is likely to have
"excessive"
meetings,
which he and board
the senior
administrators will have to attend.
"They're all pretty much command performances. . . ," he
said.
Denman said there will be
more change next summer
when the Interim Governing
Board- created to help in the
transition from the old system
- also ceases to exist.
Another issue the university
faced this summer was the
Please see SUMMER, P3

steps
down
McCain comes to West Virginia · Storch
Taylor becomes
interim
to support Underwood, veterans of ScienceCollegedean
by J.GREGORY SCHUPAK crowd and acknowledged two

reporter
In an effort to show the
Republican party is united,
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
who failed to secure his
party's nomination for president in the primary against
George W. Bush , came to
Barboursville Saturday for a
town meeting at the West
Virginia Veterans Home.
Approximately 300 people
came to the event. They
cheered, took pictures and carried signs with slogans like
"John McCain - A Real
American Hero." McCain
walked into the veterans home
with asmile.
"It's good to be here. I saw
rivers today," McCain said.
photo by Brad Workman "Maybe
I should take some
Sen. John McCain says the Pledge Saturday In Barboursvllle. water back to Arizona. We will
The former Vietnam POW spoke about acellmate who made need it."
American flags. "Saying the Pledge of Allegiance was indeed Before starting his "Straight
the most important and meaningful part of our day."
Talk," McCain looked over the

other POWs. Gail Kerns of
Lewisburg, W.Va, who was a
POW for four years in
Vietnam, joined McCain on
stage.Okey Pack, aWorld War
II POW from Huntington, was
in the crowd.
"Gov. Underwood has done
great things in West Virginia,
and after he is reelected he
will continue," McCain said.
After McCain said Gov.
Underwood will be reelected
the crowd gave along standing
ovation to the governor, who is
facing atough challenge in his
bid for asecond term against
congressmen Bob Wise.
McCain spoke to veterans
about issues, saying the
Republican ticket of Bush and
Cheney will make sure_ military personnel will get the
good pay and health benefits
they deserve.
Please see MCCAIN, P3

by CARA D. COOPER

Life! editor
After six years, Dr. Thomas
A. Storch is stepping down as
the dean of the College of
Science.
He has accepted aposition at
the University of MontanaMissoula as the new Dean of
the College of Arts and Science
beginning Aug. 15, according to
anews release from the Office
of University Communications.
Storch will be the new Dean
of the College of Arts and
Science at UM beginning Aug.
15, according to the news
release.
"We were really lucky to
have him [Storch]. He has
helped raise the standards in
the College of Science," Dr.
Sarah N.viceDenman,
and
senior
presidentprovost
of academic affairs said.
Storch directed the develop-

ment and implementation of
Marshall's integrated science
and technology program. The
program pr'bvides an alternative to traditional studies in
science, technology and engineering by integrating faculty
and subject matter from engineering, chemistry, physics,
biological sciences,.mathematics, communication studies,
English, management and
medicine into a single degree
program, according to the news
release.
Storch has a long record of
service related to environmental concerns and has conducted
or participated in 25 funded
research and educational projects, according to the news
release.
Dr. Ralph Taylor, associate
dean of the College of Science
will
for oneserve
year.as the interim dean
"Dr. Taylor has along history
with MU and will be a very
good interim dean," Denman
said. "He knows the policies
and procedures and the college
will be able to continue without
Please see STORCH, P3
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International and illegal

(U-WIRE) KENT, Ohio -- Humayun M. Kabir, an international
student, was evicted and arrested by an immigration and naturalization officer after losing his student status.
Kabir, an international student from Bangladesh, has been
attending Kent State in pursuit of adoctorate
degree in physics.
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Gore
begins
campaign
trail
Lieberman joins Democratic presidential ticket
By MIKE GLOVER

Associated Press Writer
CARTHAGE, Tenn. (AP) Visiting an elementary school
in his hometown, Al Gore said
Wednesday he wasn't afraid of
having a running mate who
disagrees with him, and he
promised his admmistration
oppose
=-LIii would
school vouchers.
Running mate
Sen. Joseph
Lieberman has
taken more conservative positions than Gore
has
___....._. . . ._, and
supGORE expressed
port for experimenting .with giving parents
vouchers- to pay for private
schools for their children. Gore
and most Democrats say that
could undermine public education.
At the day's opening event,
Lieberman was questioned
about his >iews on school
vouchers and he played down
where Gore and he disagree.
"The differences are very,
very few," said Lieberman. ' We
share
for thevalues,
futur·e."we share avision
. He ticked·off alist of education issues, saying: "On all of
other ,things, Al Gore and
Ithose
agreed."
'Tm not afyaid to have avice
president who disagrees with
me on some issues," said Gore,
who quickly added: "Our
administration will be
opposed to private school
vouchers."
Gore, in his pitch to voters,
vowed "to elevate" the tenor of
his White House battle against
Republicans George W. Bush
and Dick Cheney.
"I will not say asingle nega.tive word about Gov. Bush or
Dick Cheney," said Gore, who
has kept up asteady drumbeat
of criticism for both Bush and
his running mate. "I will not
have asingle negative, personal attack on either one of them.
We want to elevate the campaign."
"We are going to run acampaign that honors the
American people," he added.
The new ticket, families in
tow, went to Gore's hometown
for aphoto-friendly gathering
at Gore's red brick farmhouse
set in the hills of middle
Tennessee and for a town
meeting at an elementary

_

school where about 150 people gave accounts of "how
Gore fought for changes that
made real differences in their
lives."
"Stand up and talk to me and
tell me and my family about Al
Gore," Lieberman urged.
"Make it personal."
Lieberman was reciprocating
later in the day, taking Gore to
his hometown of Stamford,
Conn.
In Carthage, he credited
Gore with making history by
picking a Jewish running
mate. "You break: one barrier
and everybody else goes forward," said Lieberman.
Gore said he wanted the first
campaign stop after unveiling
the ticket to be in his hometown.
"Everything important in my
life, it seems, has started right
here in Carthage," said Gore.
"These folks are my people."
On their hometown tour,
both men focused heavily on
core values they have stressed
in opening the race.
"It was here that I learned
counesy ct MSNBC.com
to cherish faith, family and Sen. Joseph Lieberman with wife Hadassah.PhotoLieberman
has
community," Gore said. "It joined
presidential nominee Al Gore on the Democratic ticket.
was here that I learned the
importance of honor, responsi- NBC's "Today," CBS' "The icized President Clinton's
bility and doing the right Early Show" and ABC's "Good behavior in the Monica
thing."
Morning America," were asked Lewinsky affair, and Gore
The two heard tales from about differences on such denied they were trying to seplocal residents who said they issues as vouchers for educa- arate themselves from Clinton
were aided by Gore, including tion, parental-notification in neglecting to mention his
awoman who credited Gore for rules on abortion and affirma- name at a Nashville rally
pushing to set standards for tive action.
Tuesday when Lieberman was
infant formula. Another man "The Republicans have made welcomed to the ticket.
said Gore's backing for nation- much ado about what is little "Bill Clinton is not running
al organ transplant legislation or in some cases nothing," for re-election," Lieberman
helped him obtain a kidney Lieberman said.
noted. "We're about the
transplant.
"The policy will be the poli- future."
Speaking on morning talk cy I decide," Gore declared. Gore added: "Both of us have
shows, Lieberman painted dif- "But I think it is astrength, worked closely with President
ferences with Gore as a not aweakness, an asset, not Clinton in implementing the
strength, arguing: "Ifl'm lucky aliability ... to have some- policies that are responsible for
enough to be elected, that free body in that room when the this unprecedented prosperity.
exchange of ideas is going to decision is made who can I've invited President Clinton
continue in private .... But bring up the strong points to make the first prime-time
when President Gore decides, that ought to be considered, address at the Democratic conVice President Lieberman will to try to make it work for all vention.... He will campaign
support him entirely."
people."
for this ticket in the fall and I
The two, interviewed on Lieberman, who harshly crit- welcome that."
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ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) Hillary Rodham Clinton, trying to court New York's crucial
Jewish electorate in her
Senate race, said Tuesday she
has already· asked Democratic
vice presidential candidate
Joseph Lieberman to campaign with her.
The first lady said she and
the Connecticut senator
talked by phone Monday after
he was selected as Al Gore's
running mate.
"We were talking about
him coming to campaign for
me here in New York ... I
think it's going to be fabulous," Clinton told WROWAM in Albany. "Here in New
York, it's going to drive up
the vice president's numbers
which will be great for the
ticket.':>
"I ho ehe'll be here, but I
can't be greedy
because he's got
alot of ground to
cover," she
added.
Polls have
shown Clinton
and Republican
••----.
. . Rep. Rick Lazio
CLINTON running a tight
Senate race,
with the first lady falling
below the 60 percent level
among Jewish voters that is
traditionally thought necessary for aDemocrat to win in
New York. Jews generally
make up about 12 percent of
the vote in statewide races in
New York.
Lieberman is the first Jew
to ever run for vice president
on amajor party ticket.
The first lady has been
fighting a perception that
she is overly sympathetic to
the Palestinians, and
Lieberman has already tried

1-lon~cs For Rent
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By MARC HUMBERT
Associated Press Writer

"I hope he'll be
here, but Ican't be
greedy because he's
got alot of ground
to cover."
Hillary
Rodham Clinton,
N.Y. Senate t,111d1datl•
to aid her credibility on that
front. In December, he
accompanied her to a meeting with the Orthodox Union,
which represents Orthodox
synagogues.
Last month, Lieberman
joined other Jewish legislators in Washington to defend
her against an allegation
that she used an anti-Semitic
obscenity in an argument in
1974.
Lieberman's friendship with
the Clintons goes back to
1970. when Bill Clinton campaigned for Lieberman's state
Senate campaign.
While admitting she had differences with Lieberman on
such things as school vouchers, Clinton said Tuesday that
she was "thrilled" he had been
chosen by Gore.
Asked about Lieberman's
criticism that her husband
had engaged m"disgraceful"
conduct during the Monica
Lewinsky sex scandal, Clinton
said, "People will remember
that when Joe said that, the
president said he agreed with
him."
While in Albanv, the first
lady picked up the expected
endorsement of the state's
largest union, the New York
State United Teachers. Lazio
was making stops in Denver
and California as part of a
fund-raising trip.
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Hillary Clinton r~quests
for Lieberman to assist
in her senate campaign
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MarshaII
Area.
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No pets. Phone 523-5119
Large Unfurnished
House for Rent. 1mile
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523-7756
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Christian landlord. No
Pets. Security sytstem.
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Home away from
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Attention:
students,
faculty, &· staffWhy
pay rent when you can
own this 2bedroom, 1
1/2 bath home close to
campus. Large closets,
central heat & air,
screened porch, deck, &
off street parking. Stove,
washer and dryer
remain. 821 22nd Street
Reduced to $45,000
Call-Sharon Stevenson,
525-7761
Prudentialor 523-9553
Bunch
Company REALTORS

2829 3rd Ave.
6297 East Pea Ridge
1 Bedroom Furnished
Kitchen529-4468
1st CLASS
Call
or $365
529:
2555
Minutes from MU! House
for Rent 2or 3Bedroom
$500 per month.
Duplex Both units
Furnished. 2 Bedroom
$450 per month.
Call 606-922-4617 or 740377-2773
Near MU and Stadium
Large 3Bedroom Apt. with Liberal male wanted to
utilities paid. Available share luxury
August 1Call 522-4780
apartment in Country
CI ub Apartments.
Call
Pool, tennis and fitness
696-2273
center. $350.00/mth
for
plus 1/2 utilities. Call
304-736-3089. Available
Advertising
8/20/00.
Info
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Visual Arts Center
lacks public funds

"Funding sources
have not been
identified, but private
funding will be a
significant factor."

by BRAD WORKMAN

building would contain 66,281
reporter
enclosed, gross square feet and
cost $13,488,329 to design, conNo one knows what it will struct and furnish. The cost
look like or where the approxi- projections do not include
mately $13.4 million will come inflation that might occur
from, but the Visual Arts before construction starts.
Department is nevertheless Marshall has no architecturenvisioning a new home on a al drawings of the building, but
spot that today is aparking lot. it would replace the metered
"A building would be awe- parking lot on the west side of
some," said senior art student the Joan C. Edwards
Susan Irvine.
Performing Arts Center at
"Artists should have aplace
Avenue and John
to feel proud about," said art Fifth
Marshall Drive. The proposed
education graduate student building has no name other
Anthony Hensley. "That shodthe Visual Arts Center.
dy 6th floor - shoddy," he said than
Moreover, the proposed
about the Smith Hall facilities. building budget does not have
"There's no art."
the formal, final approval of
"First of all, we need to be Angel, Denman and Grose.
together as acollege," graphic "That has not been totally
design Professor Mary Grassell signed off on by everybody,"
said, referring to the many Grose said. "It's the kind of
classroom locations across thing that everybody needs to
campus where varied visual feel comfortable with. And
arts disciplines are taught. that's the academic vice presiGrassell added that she cannot dent, the president and
wait to see the new building. myself," he said.
But Marshall's Senior Vice And building program
President for Operations, Dr. approval and funding problems
K. Edward Grose - who, along are "two separate issues,"
with Senior Vice President for Grose said.
Academic Affairs Dr. Sarah Angel said Wednesday he is
Denman and College of Fine convinced of the probable
Arts Dean Donald Van Horn, need for the building but that
will present a new building approving any building plan
plan to President,pan Angel - without funding behind it
said everyone must wait until would just frustrate people. He
some body (or somebody) pro- also said his top priority is a
vides the cash.
new, $30 million science tech"There are no funds avail- nology facility.
able for the project at this Denman said Wednesday she
time," Grose said via e-mail thinks a new Visual Arts
Wednesday. "Funding sources Center would be a wonderful
have not been identified, but addition to the College of Fine
private funding will be asignif- Arts, but that it is still "very
icant factor."
early in the planning."
The university~ has already Grose said anew Visual Arts
spent approximately $25,000 Center is his "highest priority"
for the architectural firm for new campus academic space.
Silling Associates Inc. to help Grassell and Hensley (who
prepare mandatory, prelimi- earned his undergraduate
nary project cost estimates. A degree through the Visual Arts
June 29 document (created Department) said the new
with input from Visual Arts facility would help Marshall
Department staff and provided attract new students.
by G~ose) estimates the new "From a recruiting basis,

Dr. K. Edward
Grose,

senior vice president for
operation;;

why would somebody want to?
They come here and look at the
art department, and it's along
hallway. And we say 'Oh, yes.
We have sculpture here and
painting there,' "Grassell said.
"Realize that there are very
talented individuals in this
community," Hensley said. "A
lot of them move away. They
can't go to an art school program like we have here where
it's just one little floor that
doesn't even look like an art
department," he said. "You
can't have cramped quarters
and be productive."
Hensley said he will be surprised to see anew building. "I
don't think it will ever come to
fruition," he said. "I'm not really apessimist, but it has been
years that they have talked
about this.''
Art Department Chairman
Dr. Robert Lemon said his
department and the College of
Fine Arts have done everything possible to move the project forward and that Angel
will play a "very important"
role in seeing it through. "We
tried this once before," Lemon
said. "It was tried once before
in 1983."
Grose said he thinks the
building will eventually go up
and that the Visual Arts
Department is now conducting
classes under conditions that
are "totally inadequate.
"I mean we have art students in deplorable conditions
sticking everywhere."
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ing for Bush reelection," and that was alot of work that
McCain said. "By 2008, Iwould Idid not do overnight."
anticipate being down with my Johnson, who, said he
feet on the railing at the old respects McCain a lot, is still
soldier's home waiting for not convinced who to vote for
someone to come blow the cav- in the presidential election.
From page 1
alry charge."
"This election will be won
"Gov. Bush and Dick Cheney The toughest questions came with .the upcoming debates,"
Del. Arley Johnson, D- Johnson said. He said there
are committed to restoring the from
pay and benefits and welfare of Cabell, who spoke openly are two bad candidates, and
the men and women in the mil- about his respect for Colin he does not know who to vote
for.
itary," McCain said. "We will Powell and McCain.
"This past week I've been An audience member asked
not continue this disgrace of watching
convention, and McCain why young americans
having thousands of young I saw moreyourblack
people and do not vote.
men and women in the mili"We need to get young people
tary on food stamps. It's going Hispanics than I have ever involved
in the political sysseen at any Republican func- tem," McCain
to stop."
said. "I learned a
Underwood, who arrived at tion, anywhere," Johnson said. lot in this campaign
how
the veterans home with "I am asking you, which is the young people feel it'sabout
the govRepublican Party?"
McCain, said he was really newMcCain,
joking that he was ernment obilgation to make
thrilled that McCain chose to nervous, swallowed
and then sure they have Medicare and
come to Barboursville.
Social Secruity when they
the question.
"We are so pleased to have answered
"Thank you, sir. In your come of age."
an American hero and leader interest
of straight talk, sir, it According to government
here today," Underwood said.
Social Security
During his straight talk with is not what the Republican projections,
Medicare funds are schedthe audience members stood party looks like today. But it is and
uled to run out by the middle of
and fired away questions about the Republican P~rty that is the
- making it imposthe Republican party. One the vision of many of us and sibledecade
for young workers to colthe party we want it to be. I
audience member asked about got
more than 50 percent of lect from the system they are
McCain's future.
"In 2004, Iwill be campaign- the Hispanic vote in Arizona, paying into.
wants to focus on recruiting search for anew dean will take
and retaining students in the place over the next year,
said.
Colleg.e of Science, along with Denman
increasing the graduation per- In the news release, Taylor
said,
"This
has been afull and
centage
of
students
from
the
From page 1
College.
productive six years and he
"We
will
attempt
to
do
no
[Storch!
will
be missed. As we
skippmg abeat."
and carry on with the begin the search for a new
Taylor said that although he harm
dean,
we
must
continue the
progress
we
made
while
Dr.
does not want to be "just a
was here," he said.
tradition started by Dr. Storch
house- keeper," there will be no Storch
A
committee
will
be
selected
and
seek
to
find
a
person with
major changes during his time
the faculty return for the comparable energy and more
as interim dean. He said he after
fall semester 1nd a national good, new ideas."
charged with developing a 10- Foundation, as well as atrip to
year plan for the university, a Taiwan. He traveled to the
six-year compact as mandated small, Asian nation with Sen.
by Senate Bill 653 and helping Jay Rockefeller, D-W.Va., and
prepare the school for accredi- said the two got to know each
From page 1
other better.
tation in five
years, met severAngel said taking
such trips is easipotential 3percent budget cut. al times througher in the summer.
"We spent about three weeks out the summer.
"If it had come
stutter-stepping the issue Denman is chairup last spring, I
ofwhether or not we were going person of the
wouldn't have
to have a budget cut," Angel group of almost
been able
said.
40 faculty and
said.to go,"
___.:.:.:.,J
The 3percent cut was even- administrators, ,__A.. _N_G.. _E_L__ Angel
The summer is DENMAN
tually eliminated by Gov. Cecil and student,
H. Underwood, but with the alumni and community repre- coming to a close, and soon
Angel's first fall semester at
warning that it could be neces- sentatives.
sary in the spring. Angel said "In some ways, the summer is Marshall will begin. The deadhe is asking people to be con- easier because you can schedule line for arough draft from the
servative with their money in meetings without as much con- OTO committee is Oct. 1. The
case that cut becomes areality. flict with other meetings," possibility of abudget cut still
Denman said the school is Denman said. "It's certainly eas- exists and there is achance the
prepared to deal with acut. ier to find aroom in the sum- state Legislature could make
"It won't be easy and it won't mer, but it's not easier to find changes to Senate Bill 653.
be without pain," she said. the people to have ameeting." "I look up and I think
"But we are prepared."
Despite summer vacations, 'Where's the summer gone?' "
The 2000 summer was Denman said she is pleased Denman said. "It's just been so
already feeling effects from the with attendance at the meet- busy."
spring's budget cut.
ings.
"We did offer fewer classes "Many of the things that you
Clarification
[this year] than we did last want to work on, that you want
year," Denman said. "We've .• to expedite ... you don't want The Mine Zone Green &
noticed that students who to do that when faculty and White game is not conwould have taken those classes students aren't here, because
Marshall
in the summer are taking them their opinions are important nected
Universitytoin any
way
in the fall."
too," she said.
except
that
it
be
One summer event could Angel did some traveling of ordered throughcan the
affect more than just the his own this summer, making Alumni Assoication. The
immediate future of Matshall. two trips to Washington, D.C., name comes from the
Angel launched the Owning one to visit with West Virginia's
of thenot
game board.
the Opportunities committee representatives and one to testi- color
It does
feature
(OTO) May 31. The committee, fy for the National Science Marshall football players.
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OURview I
C
ampus events c::L
good, could get V
even better III
I,r

Those who experienced last year's
MTV "Campus Invasion" will probably
remember that the event did not exactly
live up to its name.
The "invasion" was more like aquick
stop-over, and some students questioned
whether it was worth the price the
Office of Student Activities (OSA) paid
for it.
We must say in OSA's defense that
their plan would have been agreat idea
if things would have gone down as they
planned.
Their idea was to sell enough tickets
to pay for the entire event. The only
problem was few students bothered to
attend, thereby fulfilling Steinbeck's
prophecy about the best laid plans of
mice and men.
Even if the event was disappointing,
it was agood effort from OSA. And we
are glad to see that one set back has not
stopped them fn?m trying to bring more
events to campus.
As we start back to school, "Sports
Illustrated".and,other well-known sponsors will commaq,deer Buskirk Field for
a"campus fest."
There is alist of events on the front
page and, to us, they sound pretty interesting. Of course, the real advantage
"Campus Fest" will have over "Campus
Invasion" is the price.
Naturally, OSA will have to spend
some money on it, but it will not break
the budget. "Sports Illustrated" might
not be the only big-name campus event.
The Marshall Artist Series could take
acµe from OSA. The Artist Series does a
fine job of booking big name acts Broadway productions and such -·but
some of the big names are relatively old
names.
We understand the programs are not
just for students; they are for the community of Huntington as well. But the
Artist Series should also be an attraction for students. And how many
younge·rstudents are going to be enticed
to Marshall by Tom Jones or Little
Richard?
So congratulations to OSA for astep
in the right direction. Congratulations
as well to the Artist Series for ajob consistently well done, but afew more contemporary acts would certainly help.

Managing editor
says "Good-bye"and "Thankyou"
C&~L.
numqgin
edaor g

Igraduated this summer. Ihave spent four
years and a summer at Marshall. In that
time Iearned abachelor's degree in journalism and mass communication. My parents
are proud and at the thought they felt their
wallets become heavier. They have been generous enough by paying for my education.
Upon graduation it's time for me to enter
the feared and dreaded--real world. I have
delayed the real world by another two years.
Ibegin graduate school this fall.
I'll miss the j-school. However, Iam excited about going to the graduate college. This
begins anew chapter in my life. Ihave finished my undergraduate career.
Before I leave, I want to thank Dr. Hal
Shaver for being agreat adviser and helping
me out no matter what the question. I also
want to thank Marilyn McClure for giving
the opportunity to work here.Thank you, Liz
McMullen for all the classes you've looked up
and for talking to me when Iwas lonely. One
last thank you to Dr. Ralph Turner. Iappreciate the layout and resume advice.
Good-Bye and God Bless.

-Bob Pruett
Head Football Coach
Page edited by Charlene L. Cornell

Give journalism
professorsabreak
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''We set our goals extremely
high here at Marshall
University."
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Well, it's that time again. Time for the
Parthenon editors to say their teary-eyed sobbing good-bye's. Well not here. Don't get me
wrong, Iwill miss this place immensily.
I want to focus on what I like about our
School of Journalism and Mass
Communications instead of saying good-bye.
Most of the time I hear people complaining
about Marshall, about ho wthis class is stupid or this professor is inept.
The funny thing is, I never hear that from
my fellow journalism students. I'm not trying
to suck-up, believe me. Ask any one of my
professors over here and they will tell you,
that's not me.
We have it good over here. How many professors would come in at 8:30 or 9p.m. to let
astudent in to edit or use the lab? How many
professors would stay here till 2or 3in the
morning helping students with projects? Not
many, but Iknow most of the professors here
have done just those very things.
Ihave learned agreat deal at Marshall and
most of that knowledge has come from this
department. I've.had my share of pointless
classes, like acertain religious studies class I
had last spring, but none of those classes
have been here in the school of journalism.
This is not intendened to be aslam against
other departments. I have good experiences
in most of the disciplines Ihave had classes
in, like political science, history ami sociology
to name afew. I'm simply waxing nastalgic
about my department.
I would encourage those of you who complain about the university to take ajournalism class or two. I've shown other students
my syllabi from 200 level journalism courses
and seen how they were shocked about the
amount of work.
For those of you in doubt, just say these two
words to ajournalism student ... "audio production." But the interesting thing most students don't understand is that the harder a
class is, the more you learn.
When Ifirst got here, Iwasn't sure Imade
the right decision. The classes Itook were all
easy-with one exception, my journalism classes. Lucky for me our instructors are hard on
us and expected alot of us. We are allowed to
make mistakes, as long as we learn from
them.
And this is because they have had experince in their field. They did not come here
straight out of graduate studies to teach, they
have been TV reporters, public relations practitioners, newpaper reporters, advertising
writers and many other things. They had a
desire to improve and give back to their chosen profession, and they have.
I'm not sucking up here. Remember, I've
graduated. Imust also thank the real head of
the School of Journalism... Liz McMullen,
our secretary and the glue that holds this
place together.
So now, as I move on, I would like to say
farewell and thanks to all my journalism professors and fellow journalism students. And
to you readers who don't have time for my
nostalgic dribble, just remember, even
grumpy old men likeme can"be sensitive.

z

byJamN
Harris
hams70~
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Editor says 'bye for now
_EVAN
BEVINS

editor

by Evan Bevins
editor
Ididn't want this job.
Iwasn't even planning to be
in Huntington this summer,
but when I found out I was
staying, I decided to work on
The Parthenon's summer
staff. I ended up applying for
managing editor.
It seemed like agood idea. I
had never been a Parthenon
editor before, so Ithought the
summer might be agood way
to start without too much
pressure.
Once again plans went awry
and Iwas asked to be editor. I
cannot thank Dr.' Shaver, the
dean of the school of journalism, Prof. McClure, the
Parthenon's faculty adviser,
and Dr. Turner, whose graphics class·! had just completed,
for having that confidence in
me. I also thank God for the
privilege of working with and
getting to know such atalented group of editors and
reporters this summer.
I remember calling around
to people I barely knew - or
didn't even know at all - and
asking if they would be interested in "helping out" over the
summer. Finally, there was a
full staff (minus anews editor), and we started to get to
work.
That was easier said than
done, since only one of us had
actually taken the layout and
design class. Without Krista
Crawford, our recently
departed managing editor,

U&MU (and probably several assignment, she made sure
other issues)would not have the picture was taken.
hit the stands. She was Shawn Seagroves' third
patient enough to show us the daughter was born at the
ropes - and mean enough to beginning of the summer, and
get everybody back on track he still found time to help us
when we needed to.
out. I only met Shawn this
I only knew James Harris summer, but he's been agreat
friend, and Iwish him luck in
from
his
cartoons
and
columns. He kept that up this his new job. Cleaning the
summer and also picked up on restrooms at the Baltimore
our layout program very Ravens' stadium. Or executive
quickly Ifirst used it in high producer at alocal TV station.
school, but he surpassed my It's one of the two.
skill level (not the highest of When Krista left, Charlene
standards) after about a Cornell stepped in to help us
week. Except for his out. She had already been
unhealthy office obsession, he writing three or more stories a
has done afine job.
week out of the goodness of
Michael Adams loves sports, her heart (and for some course
but he has been agood sports credit) so she seemed like the
editor because he knows natural choice. I think she
sports. We've disagreed on var- just wanted the office.
ious sports questions through- Greg Schupak, a.k.a.
out the summer, but I(mostly) "Schuperman," started writrespect his opinion. Of course, ing for the paper to get some
this is the guy who, in acap- extra credit in one of his sumtion, identified Rogers Beckett mer classes. After the class
as Chad Pennington and vice ended, he not only stayed on,
versa, so Ican't say too -many he asked for more stories. I
hope the do~tors·don't identify
good things about him.
Without Life! editor Cara his disorder and give him
Cooper, l can honestly say medication too soon.
none of us would ever have Lest I take any more space
memorized portions of the from James' cartoons,. I'll end
new "Scooby Doo" movie. here. Brad Workman, Arron
Cara's kids, Cassandra, 7, and Pendleton, Nathan King and
Jameson, 3, have kept things Ben Barish also helped out
interesting at .times (even this summer, even though
more so when my 10-year-old they weren't pulling down the
brother visited), so the least big-time editor salaries (bitter
we could do was put one of laughter here).
Jamison's favorite videos on. I'd like to say something
Again. And again. Cara was profound here or, at the very
also the editor who consistent- least, wish everyone a fond
ly got her page done early, if farewell. But it's still summer,
only because she didn't want so Idon't want to do any more
to stay in Smith Hall until the heavy thinking than is neceswee hours of the morning. sary. And I'll be working at
Terri Blair, photo editor the paper again in the fall, so
extraordinaire, got the pic- the farewell seems out of
tures we asked for, someti)lles place.
before we even asked ·for So instead, I'll draw on my
them. On those rare occasions training as awriter and say:
where she couldn't get to an Later.
Youtruly are
the .devil,
aren't)'OU?

Alright!
Summer
classes
are over!
Now it's
time to-
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West retires
from basketball
,

Jerry west ,aformer West Virginia University basketball standout, retired form basketball after 40 years with the Los Angeles
Lakers on Monday. West leaves the game on the highest note,
thanks to the Lakers victory in the NBA Finals.

Page edited by Michael Adams

Herd players excel
win a1n pre-season games
Thursday, Aug. 10, 2000
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Former Marshall quarterback Chad
Pennington was the Jets leading passer
Friday against the Green Bay Packers.
Pennington came in after Vinnie
Testeverde to complete seven of 13 passes for 136 yards. The Jets lost to the
Packers 37-24.
Former Marshall wide receiver James
Williams was the Seahawks leading
receiver S.aturday against the
Indianapolis Colts. W
illiams caught four
passes for 87 yards. The Seahawks beat
the Colts 28-16.

By MICHAEL ADAMS

sports editor
Tuesday at Marshall Football Media Day
Head Coach Bob Pruett unveiled the seven
goals for the upcoming season.
Pruett said the goals remain the same
every year; have awinning season, win at
home, win the Mid-American Conference
East division, win aMAC title, win on the
road, and maintain the team's national
ranking.
"We play for championships," Pruett
said. "We expect to play for championships.
The media, fans and coaches expect to play
for championships."
Media Day is the first chance to introduce the media to the football team, including returning players, transfers and freshmen.
New faces will take the field this year to
fill the holes left by Herd play~rs who
moved on to the NFL and graduated.
"These are the same guys who have been
here the past three years," senior defensive
tackle Anthony Beckett said. "People don' t
know the faces, but they will know them by
the end of the season.
Many fans and national media d·oubt the
Herd every time amajor superstar leaves.
Senior
pre-season
cornerback Danny
DerricottAll-American
feels this team
has
something to prove.
'
"When Moss left, people asked if we
could win without him," Derricott said.
"Now people are asking ifwe can win without Pennington. Ithink we ----~
can."
Pruett said Tuesday at
the press luncheon that he
doesn't expect anyone to be
someone they are not.
"We aren't asking Byron
Leftwich to be Chad
Pennington, or someone to
be Randy Moss," Pruett
said. "We are just wanting
to win achampionship.
Marshall's secondary, Owens
headlined by pre-season All-American cornerbacks Derricott and Maurice Hines, is
considered one of the best in the nation by
collegefootballnews.com.
Another star is power hitting junior safety Michael "Kool-Aid" Owens. Owens said
he knows he has big shoes to fill, shoes left
by Rogers Beckett, who now plays for the
San Deigo Chargers, but said he feels confident he can step up to the task. •
"We've got a good team," Owens said.
"We have alot of leadership, people who
know they have to."
Byro,n·Leftwich is another player
who knows he has big shoes to fill.
Leftwich will play quarterback for the
Herd, but says there is no added pressure to prove something to the fans.
"I have something to prove to
,myself," Leftwich said. "I have MAC
and Motor City Bowl rings, but Ididn't

Former Marshall teammates Doug
Chapman and Randy Moss teamed up in
the Vikings pre-season game versus the
New Orleans Saints,
Chapman rushed for 20 yard on eight
carries in the Vikings' loss to the Saints
25-24. Moss suffered a minor shoulder
injury.

Photos by Tern Bia"

Marshall football players Doug Hodges, right, and Andrew English await interviews
Tuesday at Marshall Football Media Day.

have amajor part in them. Iwant to be the
guy who leads this team to those rings."
One of the many highlights of media day
is the team picture. Although the picture
was delayed until 3p.m. the rain cleared
long enough to get the picture. Junior
defensive end Ralph Street added alittle
humor to the photo after showing up for
the picture after several photos were
already taken.
Street's teammates began moaning as he
ran up the bleachers to take his seat for
the team photo.
Another play'er, who calls himself "the
Joker," senior wide receiver Nate Poole
takes pride in making the game fun for his
teammates.
"Nate is the guy who goes out and has
fun," Poole said. "I don't set personal
goals for myself. Ido what Ihave to do to
help this team win."
Poole does hope to catch the eye of an
NFL scout and feels that ha.ving former
Marshall players Randy Moss and Chad
Pennington in the NFL helps the players
that hope to make it.
Also at the luncheon, ticket manager
Warren Peterson announced that as of
Tuesday, season ticket sales are up 1,073
from last year. And tickets are still
available for the Michigan State and
North Carolina games.
"Tickets for the North Carolina game
are going fastt Peterson said. "Sales for
the Michigan State game aren't going as
fast, but they are selling good."
Peterson said a total of 13,238 season
tickets have been sold.
Another highlight of Media Day was

Marshall to play Cincinnati
this season at "The Shoe"
HUNTINGTON(AP )- quaterfinals of the
Marshall's men'sbasketball Conference USA tourna team will play at Cincinnati ment. Star center Kenyon
on Nov. 21.
Martin broke a leg three
"Bob Huggins and I are minutes into that game.
friends and have been Cincinnati posted a 29-4
working on this game for a record, including a 16-0
couple of years," Marshall mark in Conference USA.
coach Greg White said The Bearcats return one
Wednesday. "We recruit starter and six lettermen.
Ohio very heavily and this Marshall of the Midgame will provide us with American Conference fingreat exposure in that ished the 1999-2000 season
region."
with a 21-9 record. The
Cincinnati held the No. 1 Thundering Herd returns
ranking in The Associated four starters this fall.
Press Top 25 basketball poll Cincinnati leads the allfor 12 weeks last season. time series with Marshall,
It finished the regular 18-11. Marshall won their
season at No. 7after losing last meeting, 77-50, in the
to Saint Louis in the
1983-84 season.

Photo by Terri Blair

Head Coach Bob Pruett smiles after a
question during the Media Luncheon
Tuesday at Media Day.

the preview of "Ashes to Glory," atwo hour
documentary on the 1970 Marshall football
plane crash.
The documentary is being produced by
Debroah Novak and will air on PBS this fall.
The documentary will include never before
seen footage ofthe plane crash and the rise to
anational championship in 1992.

Marshall's Best Pizza Value

525 20th St.

5

Monday-Thursday
4pm-1am
Friday-Saturday
11am-2am
Sunday
noon-1am

Large
1
topping
plzr.a
FREE delivery to campus area
Ask for this incredible deal Offer expires SEPTEMBER 30, 2000
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"A lot of the dancers don't

by CHARLENE L. CORNELL come from the marching band
managing editor
experience," Whitehead said.

Marshall's
Marching
Thunder
band summer
membersin are
spending their
the
hot August sun.
Band
camp
started
Monday
and runs through -Saturday,
Aug. 19.
Members report at 8:30a.m.
for practice, which lasts for 12
hours.
"We learn music and drill,"
Baruch Whitehead, band director, said. "We try and do everything that we're going to do
throughout
the whole
For freshmen,
bandseason."
camp is
only the beginning.
"We pretty much come from
the same place in terms of
marching," .Whitehead said.
"Freshmen are wonderful."
Whitehead estimates 50 percent of the band's 170 members
this year are freshmen.
"I'm so impressed with this
freshmen class," Whitehead
said. "It's probably one of the
biggest freshmen classes we've
had."
Josh Honaker, Milton freshmen, plays trumpet.
"I like to play,'' Honaker, said.
"I think sectionals are the best
part."
Auxiliary, flags and dancers,
have 34 members this year.
~

"It's kind of difficult for them,
but they'll pick it up. They'll do
fine."
The auxiliary coach Marcus
Daniels has performed professionally with the Blue Coats,
Madison Scouts and the
Cavaliers.
"It looks great," Daniels
said. "I'm shocked. It's only
the fourth day. It's always
hard."
"I'm tired and sunburnt,"
Suzanne Suskin, Point
Pleasant junior, said. "[But) I
enjoy it, and it's worth it."
This year's show will feature
big band music, swing and
Spanish.
Songs in1Suite,"
the show
include "Channel
"La
Danza," "Legend of the OneEyed Sailor" and "Spanish
Fantasy."
"We're trying to be more football oriented," Whitehead said.
"We're going to try to do something that's really going to get
the crowd into it."
Fans can see the band at
home football games.
This year the band will travel and perform at Michigan
State, North Carolina and Ohio
University games, Whitehead
said. They will also perform in
the Civitan Competition in
Charleston.

"I feel like it's so special to be able to do music,
because it's something not everyone can do. It
gives one an opportunity to have alot of school
spirit."
Baruch
Whitehead,
Band Director
"I feel like it's so special to be Whitehead is grateful to the
able to do music, because it's members for the effort they
something not everyone can give to the band.
do," Whitehead said. "It gives are"I'mwilling
very pleased
to give that
theirpeople
time
one an opportunity to have alot
of school spirit. It's awonderful and their talents for their
school,"
Whitehead
said.
wayTheofband
meeting
people."
encompasses many Whitehead is optimistic
different types of students. about the progress the band
"The
vast
majority ofmajors,"
these has
madeyear'ands marching
looks forward
people are non-music
to this
seaWhitehead said. "I would think son.
80 percent are non-music "We've just started,"
majors."
Whitehead said. "It'll be fine."
Photo by Arron Pendleton

LEFT: Band members (from left
to right) Corey Green, Ryan
Baker, Jeff Gillis, Tracy Adkins
and A.J. Smith practice intently
during the long, hot days of
band camp.
RIGHT: Percussion members
(from left to right) Vernon
Jackson and Dave Timmons
practice Wednesday during the
long 12-hour days of band
camp.
Photo by Arron Pendleton

Pies of chicks hide chick flick
I

_Ev.\N
BEVINS

editor

Before Iam accused of being
asexist jerk who just went to
"Coyote Ugly" to stare at
women, let me just say this:
It's achick flick.
Scoff if you want, but once
you look past the five beautiful
women on the poster (and
that's no easy task), "Coyote
Ugly'' is a by-the-numbers
romantic comedy. In fact, it is a
perfect example of what producer Jerry Bruckheimer's
movies are all about.
I first was first exposed to
Bruckheimer with "The Rock,''
which for my money is still the
best action movie ever. From
there, I was hooked. I
watched
"Con-Air,"
"Armageddon," "Enemy of the

State" and this year's "Gone in
60 Seconds." While none of
these films were truly monumental achievements, they
were,
for entertaining,
the most part,
extremely
and
usually not as ridiculously
violent as their counterparts.
"Coyote Ugly" is no different,
except it trades explosions for .
.. well, look at the pictures and
you can see.
But just as "The Rock" was
not all about violence, "Coyote"
is not just about sex, although
the real meaning behind the
title suggests otherwise. The
name
frommakes
the special
type ofcomes
ugly that
aperson want to chew off their own
arm rather than wake the person they just had a drunken
one-night stand with (solution
- don't have drunken onenight stands!).
The story centers on Violet
Sanford (Piper Perabo), an
aspiring songwriter seeking to
get her break in the Big Apple.
After meeting with frustration
in all her efforts, she gets ajob

at abar called "Coyote Ugly."
Violet gets
the job -gorgeous
which
features
its drop-dead
bartenders dancing on the bar
and flirting with the customers
- despite her overpowering
stage fright. She begins to come
out of her shell, but her new job
does not please either her
father (John Goodman) or her
new boyfriend (Adam Garcia).
Goodman is hilarious, as
always, and Piper Perabo is an
excellent newcomer who may
help me overcome the emotional trauma I suffered when
Jennifer Aniston married that
Brad
Perabo what'
doesn's-his-name
t seem like guy.
the
kind of girl you would find
dancing on a bar and that's
exactly what makes her work
so well in this movie.
While the trailers may
inspire thoughts of"Striptease"
or even "Showgirls," the movie
just doesn't go that low. There
is no nudity and the bar has a
"Look-but-don't-touch" (much)
policy.
The basic theme of the movie

and the bar is have fun, but
don'
t go overboard.
After ratall,
the movie
only got aPG-13
ing, thanks in large part to a
very
smallplus).
amount of profanity
(another
Alook at the early user ratings of the film o~ the Internet
Movie
Database
(www.imdb.com), reveals an
interesting fact - 127 men
gave the movie an average
rating of 6.5, on ascale of one
to ten. Using that same scale,
23 women rated the movie at
8.0!
Set this film in, say, an
accounting
firm,replacing
with CPAstheof
both genders
attractive headliners, and
most men probably wouldn't
get near this movie. But those
ratings show that, while more
men may be going to see it,
the women are liking it better.
"Coyote Ugly" ce1fainly isn't
Photo courtesy of Patnck Demarcheher
the best movie you'll see this
year, but it also isn't the worst. The women of Coyote Ugly (clockwise from center) Piper
Like agood Bruckheimer flick, Perabo as Violet Sanford, Tyra Banks as Zoe, Maria Bello as Lil,
it keeps you entertained and Bridget Moynahan as Rachel, and lzabella Miko as Cammie.
that's about it.

